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West Bengal State University
B.A./B.Sc./B.Com. (Honours, Major, General) Examinations, 2014

PART-II
PHILOSOPHY - Honours

Paper- IV
( New Syllabus and Old Syllabus)

Duration: 4 Hours Full Marks: 1DO-
Candidates are required to give their answers in their own wordsasjar as practicable.

Thejigures in the margin tndicate jull marks.
m<T~ ~ ~ CC'!~<rI~ I

~~'~~~"'L~~I

, \
( New Syllabus .J

Answer Q, No, 1and any six questions taking two
from each of groups A. Band C.

~",~l!l<f, ~'i1<!S,"</'{3 'i1" C~~<!S@ ~~ ~~m~ I

, .'

1.. Answer any jive questions: 5x2=10

a) Symbolize the following:

(i) p if and only if q

(ii) q is a necessary condition for.p.

b} What is the difference between exclusive and non-exclusive disjunction?
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c) Write two limitations of Existential Instantiation ( E.1. )

d) What is truth function? Give an example.

e) What is 'Indirect Proof ( I. P. ) ?

f) Translate the following sentence into Boolean notation and then express

in terms of Venn diagram :

There are white elephants.

~ <:11<li)fGc<ll ~ mr~ ~ ~ C'5"'l$C\!l~ ~~ ~ ~ g

~~~I

g) Explain with example the distinction between 'Statement' and 'Statement
Form' ?

h) If p. q is true, then determine the truth value of the statement form
(p == q).p.

<TN p. q ~~, ~ (p == q ) . p-I!l~ >j\!5)1it1J f.l~'t ~ I

I) What are two claims made by Mill about his methods?

j) Give the form of the Joint method of Agreement and Difference.
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Group - A

2. a) Answer the following questions:
3x2=6

(i) What is the negation of a tautology and why?

(it) What is the negation of a contingent statement form and why?

(iii) What is the negation of a self contradictory statement? Why?

b) Determine whether the following statement form is tautology, self-

contradictory or contingent by means of truth-table: 2 x 3 = 6

~'trn ~ ~ ~(<qIJf<qll~~~ ~g~, ~g~~ on ~~ ~ f.t'ffi ~ g

(1) (p==q)V (-p== -q)

(it) [ (p == q ) . (P:J P ) ] :J ( q .- q )

c) Test the validity of the folowing argument by truth table method. 3

(1VJ):J (1.J)

-(1VJ u, - (1. J)
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3. a) Construct formal proof of validity of the following arguments.
use C.P. or J.P. )

(I) (1) ( J . K ) :::J L

(2) (J:::JL):::J M

(3) - K V N/ .'. K :::J ( M . N ).

(iI) Ram will come if and only if Shyam or Jadu comes. If Jadu comes
then Ram will not come. Therefore. either Ram will come or if Jadu
comes then Shayam will come.

~ ~ <Wf ~<!\ C<!lqi;'j~l~<Wf ""IJf"T '5!~ <J'1 ~ I <Wf <ll1. '5!TDl,~ ~

~ on I ~\ ~ ~ ~ ~\<ft <Wf <J'1 ~ ~ XfWT~ I

(III) If the aeroplane had engine trouble. It would have landed at
Dum Dum. If the aeroplane did not have engine trouble. it would
have landed at Guwahati. The aeroplane did not land either at
Dum Dum or Guwahatl. Therefore. the aeroplane must have
landed at Shaktigarh.

<Wf M~I"'lfG~*'~~ ~, ~-q ~ ~ ~ I <Wf M~I"'lfG~*'~
~on~,~~C~~I~~'5!~C~~1

~\~~~~~I

b) Prove the Invalidity of the following arguments by the method of
assigning truth values: 2 x 3 = 6

(I) (iI) X = (y :::J Z )

Y=(-.x. -Z)

Y / .'. X V Z

(L V M ) :::J N / .'. J :::J N Z=(XV-y)
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5.

a) What is counter example? Explain with example.

b) Use truth-tree method to determine whether the following propositions
are consistent. 4

A -C.B -C.-A.-A --C

c) Use truth-tree method to test the validity of the followtng :

Moriarty will escape unless Holmes acts. We shall rely on Watson only if
Holmes does not act. Therefore. if Holmes does not act. Moriarty will
escape unless we rely on Watson. 4

1IRl'mffl.l!l~~ <TN <it ~ ~ ~ I ~ '8~fGJ'jCO'l'$l ~~ ~~ ~ 9fm~,
~ <TN ~ ~ <it <ruf I~, <TN ~ ~ <it <ruf, ~ ~ l!l~ ~
~ <it ~ '8~fGJ'jC"'l'$l ~~ ~ ~ I

d) Determine whether following statements are equivalent: 3

- (A-B},A&-B.

a) Explain with an example the method of Conditional Proof. 3

b) Prove the validity of the following argument by C.P. 4

( A VB) ::J '( C . D )

(DV E) ::J F/:. A::J F

4
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c) Use the method of indirect proof to verify that the following statements

are tautologous. 2 x 4

(I) AI :. B V (B :J C )

(il) A:; [ A . (A VB) ].

Group - B

6. Test the validity of the following arguments by Venn diagram indicating the

mood and figure of each of them. 3 x 5 = 15

a) All worldly things are transitory. because no worldly thing is non-

material. and no material object is non-transitory.

~ ~ ~ 9@;q\6~~, ~'1 ~ ~ ~ ~-~ -.rn <!l<t\ ~ ~ ~~

~-9@;q\6~~ -.rn I

b) Only teachers were present in the seminar. some scholars were present

in the seminar. So some scholars are teacher.

c<tS;qa'j~lJj~1I'C~~~ C>1fil~lC~~~ ~, ~ ~~ C>1fil~lC~~~ ~ I ~\

~~~I

. c) All glittering things are not gold. So. Gold is not only precious stone

because precious stone glitters.

~ ~ ~~~I ~\ ~<!l~ ~ ~-.rn ~'1 ~ ~ ~

~I
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7. a) Explain with example the concept of 'class' and 'complementary class'. 5

b) According to the Boolean interpretation, determine validity of the mood

'AAI'.

c) Give Boolean notation of the following sentences and represent them in

Venn diagram. 2 x 2

(i) People seldom know themselves

(it) No non-s are non-p,

~ \5T- s on:! \5T- P I

8. a) Explain with example the principle of Universal Instantiation. 3

b) Construct formal proof of validity for the following arguments. 3x4

~ ~~ ~'if\5 ~'f ~ ~ I

(t) (1) (X)[Ax~(Bx.Cx)]

(2) (3x) (Ax. Dx II:. (3x) (Bx. Dx)

6



(ii) Gold is valuable. Rings are ornaments. So gold
ornaments.

245

(Hi} Wolfhound and Terriers are hunting dogs. Hunting dogs are
domesticated animals. Domesticated animals are gentle and useful.
Some Wolfhounds are neither gentle nor small.' So, some Terriers
are small but not gentle.

Wolfhound c!l<!~Terriers ~ ~ I~ ~ ~~~ I~~
~ ~ c!l<!~~~ I ~ Wolfhound ~ <!1 ~ ~ rrn I ~~ ~
Terrier ~ ~ ~ rrn I

. 9. a) Symbolize the following sentences by using quantifiers, variable etc .

3x2

(i) All boys and girls of this class are meritorious

(n) No car is safe unless it has good brakes

truth value assignment. 3x3

(11i) Men and men alone are rational.

b) Determine the invalidity of the following arguments by the method of

(3x) (Jx .-Ix) / .'. (x) (Hx'.:JJx)

(i) (x) ( Hx -:J - Ix )
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- . (ii) "Some thing is round. Some thing is square. So, there are round
squares.

~ ~ <Rg C'iflG11qsl~ I ~ ~ <Rg <f~ I ~~ C~{1G11qsl~<f~ ~

I

(iti) There is nothing made of tin that is not cheap. No rings are made
of lead. Not everything is either tin or lead. Therefore, not all
rings are cheap.

~~.:!l~ ~~~~~.rn I ~.\5I1~~~oro l.!l~

oroC'-T,~ ~~ ~ ~~<fI ~ I~~ ~ \511~~~ oro I

Group - C

Discuss critically Mill's method of Concomitant variation as a method of proof
and a method .of discovery. 15

11. What is Hypothesis? Critically examine the criteria of evaluating hypothesis.

12.

3 + 12

Write short notes on the following:
1

2x7-=15
2

(1) SCientific explanation

(it) Crucial experiment.
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13. Calculate the probability of the following cases:

(t) What is the probability of getting at least one I in two tosses of a dice T.·.·

(il) There are 6 yellow balls. 12 blue balls and 18. red balls in a box. What is

the probability of getting three balls of the same colour in drawing three

balls from the box (a) If each ball is returned before drawing the next

ball. (b) if no ball is returned before the next draw?

~~~6fU~~, 12fU~~~<'f~ 18fU~~~ I~C~~.

~ ~ fQl"'lro~~~~~ ~~ >1~<lN)l ~. (a) <Jfiif' ~ ~ <ia; ~~ ~

~ ~'if CV'~~ Offlm ~ (b) ~ ~ ~ 9fUt~ ~ ~ ~'if CV'~~ "11

orom~ ?

(ill) What is the probability of getting either a spade or the ace of diamond in

drawing a card from a deck of playing cards? .

~<fifU~ ~G1 C~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~ ~~C"'l~ ~ ~~

>1~l<1J~l ~ ?
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( Old Syllabus.)

Answer question no. 13 and any six questions taking two from each

Group A. Band C.

Group. A

l. a) Translate the following sentences into standard form of categorical
propositions: 4 x 1 = 4

(I) Things made of glass are fragile

(11) There is nothing made of tin that is not cheap

(Hi) Only some students are players

(Iv) There are white elephants.

b) What do you mean by distribution of terms in a proposition? Illustrate
the distribution of terms with reference to four categorical propositions.

3+4

~~'Uf9fJ\5l~~~ ?U~~~~~~~~
~ 'Uf9fJ\51'Uf~ ~ I
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c) Give the contrapositives of each of the following.

(i) All students are patriots

(it) Children are present.

2. What is contradictory opposition of proposition ? Why are the contradictory

opposition of proposition only accepted in Bool1an logic? 3 + 12

3 x 5 = IS

~ ~ ~~ ~ <rrC1 ? ~ '5«fJ ~ ~ ~ ~\!)~.fl~ ~

~?

3. Transform the following arguments into standard form of categorical syllogisms.

Mention their figure and mood and then prove their validity by Venn diagram.

~~~~~~m-c~<mTII~~ 1~~~'{3~~~~'

C'6"'lfbCJl~ ~ ~~ C<l"~ ~ ~ I

(t) Some children are not considerate. because all children are self-

centered. and no self-centred person is considerate.

~ ~ R~ ~ rro, ~'i ~ R~~ '5l1~C<f'8:t<f', I!liBI ~ ~l~C<f'8:t<f' ~

~ornl

(il) No snakes fly. Some snakes lay eggs. So some creatures that lay eggs do

not fly.

~~~'{3~Off 1~~~9\~~ 1~,~~~<mff~9f1~,~

'{3~ Off I
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(Ui) EAE - 2nd figure.

EAE-~~"~ I

4. What is existential fallacy? Give an example. 3a)

b) Explain with .the help of symbolic examples, the difference between pure

and mixed hypothetical syllogisms. 4

c) Identify the form and test the validity of the following arguments.
2x4=8

(1) Copernicus is right only if Ptolemy is wrong. But, Copernicus Is

not right. Hence, Ptolemy is not wrong.

(11) The strange is either a knave or a fool. He Is a knave. So, the

stranger Is not a fool.
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Group - B

5. a)

-" :~~..
-v

Distinguish between exclusive and non-exclusive 'disjunction' with th 'z
(J ::::::::-~~/

help of examples. 3,

b) Determine whether the following propositional forms are tautology, self-
contradictory or contingent by truth-table. 3 + 3

~~ ~ ~ <1t)"lt<flt'!l~M~~~, ~~~~ ~ \5ft~ ~ ~'fi!~ I

(i) p ::> [p ::> (p ::> p ]

(ii) (p ;: q ) V ( - p ;: - q )

c) Test the validity of the following arguments by truth-table. 3+3

(1) A /:. B v - B

(ii) ( A::J B ) . ( B::J C )

- A v - B /:. - B v C

6. a) Construct formal proof of validity for the following arguments: 3 x 4 = 12

(0 ( 0 v - 0 )::J W /:. W

(ii) Bananas and grapes are fruits. Fruits and vegetables are
nutritious. So bananas are nutritious.

(Hi) (x) (Fx ::> -ax)

(3x) (Hx. Ox ) /:. (3x) (Hx.- Fx)

/
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b) State and explain the limitations of the rule Existential Instantiation
( E.I.)

'E.I.' ~ >f)~l~~\bl~~ ~~~ <fJl~ ~

7. a) Symbolize the following sentences by using quantifiers, variables etc. :

3x2=6

(i) Jackson is a good singer

(it) Some authors are successful but not well read

(Hi) A girl will win if and only if she is lucky.

b) Determine the invalidity of the following arguments by truth value

assignment. 3 x 3 = 9

(i) (A"")B).(C:JD)

AVC

(BVD) J (E.F)

G J (A:J H) r.. H

3
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(il) (x) (Tx :lCx)

(x) (Rx :l - Lx )

(3x) - ( Tx V Lx ) /:. (3x) (Rx. - Cx l.

(111) Only lawyers and politicians are members. Some members are

not college graduates. So some lawyers are not college graduates.

C~<q¢j~IJ1 ~~~4) ~<q~ ~l~~Mq~~ ~ I ~ ~ ~ ~ rj$Il

~~~~~~4)~~rj$l1

8. a) State and explain with examples rules of the method of resolution. 7

of discovery. 15

b) Test the validity of the following arguments by the method of resolution:
2x4=8

(1) [p.(q=> r)] /:.p=> (q=>r)

(11) p => (q. r )/:. (p => q ) . ( p =>r ).

-Group - C

9. Discuss critically Mill's method of agreement as a method of proof and a method
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11.

12.

Explain. with examples. the seven stages of the scientific method.

Write short notes on the following:

(i) Analogical arguments

(ii) Crucial Experiment.

Calculate the probability of the following:

(i) What is the probability of getting 'nine' in rolling two dice?

2x7l=15
2

3 x 5 = 15

(ii) What is the probability of getting Head each time if a coin is tossed

thrice?

(Hi) In a book fair there are five entrances. Three friends have come to visit

the book fair. What is the probability of their entering the fair by the

same entrance?

<.!l~ ~C~ii11?:l ~ ~9f~ ~ ~ I ~ ~ ~~ ~ <.!l~~9f~

m~ ~i!gl<1Jlbl<q'lIb ?

15
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Group - D

13. Answer any Jive questions: 5 x 2 = 10

(1) What Is statement form? Give an example.

(11) What is null class? Explain with example.

(tHY What do you mean by class-p'roduct ?

(Iv) What is dilemma? Give an example.

(v) If P . q = T then determine the truth value of the statement:

(p:::)q).(q :::)p)

~ P . q = T ~ ~ (p ~ q ) . ( q ~ p )-\!r~Pi\!)J~il1J~~'1 ~ I

(vi) What is a tautologous statement form? Explain with example.

~g~ <l1~Jl~r?l~ <n:a'I ? ~~ <m~ ~ I

(vu) What is truth function? Give examples.
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(viii) Find a normal form equivalent to the following:

~~ ')"ff~'1 ~ <rJ'& ~ g

- (x) (ex:J - Dx).

(Ix) What is sctentiftc explanation?

C<li831H<1l <:rJf~ ~ <f[G1 ?

(x) Give the form of the method of concomitant variation.


